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Time-Consuming Pitfalls for More Consistent Trading Wins
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“Education Costs Too Much.”

TRADING WITHOUT 
EDUCATION OR TRAINING

You’re Doing it Wrong
Chances are that when you’re looking at buying education, 

you’re just seeing additional dollar signs on top of your seed 

money investment. Sticker shock is real, but chances are that 

it’s still cheaper than the school of hardknocks or learning by 

trial and error. Think about it; if one mini lot trade is $200, how 

many mistakes can you afford before your account is gone?

That’s More Like It
Don’t wing it. Trading is an investment and should be thought 

of as a business. Every risk should be a calculated risk – the risk 

of trading without proper education included. Find a mentor 

who knows the market and has real results. Learn their ways 

and replicate them to fit your style and needs.

MISTAKE #2: Allowing Emotions to Influence Your Trading Decisions
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“I’m going to trust my gut on this one.”

ALLOWING EMOTIONS 
TO INFLUENCE YOUR 
TRADING DECISIONS

You’re Doing it Wrong
When money is on the line, it can be hard to keep your emotions 

in line. Unfortunately, money is an emotional trigger for many 

people, but when it comes to investing, you have to have tough 

skin. When you get frustrated, overly-confident or desperate in 

the market, you’re giving the market the upper hand.

That’s More Like It
Don’t make rash trading decisions. Start trading in a demo 

account to learn the motions and emotions of the market’s 

waves and the life cycle of a trade from start to finish. When 

you feel the emotions rise, don’t trade. You’ll never lose a trade 

you didn’t place.

MISTAKE #3: Failing to Realize that Trading has Little to Do with Luck
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“I just got lucky, I guess...”

FAILING TO REALIZE THAT 
TRADING HAS LITTLE TO 
DO WITH LUCK

You’re Doing it Wrong
The FX Chief™, Jared Martinez, says that success is not a 

fantasy; it’s a formula. If you’re placing trades based upon your 

gut and not the charts, you could be making a costly mistake. 

Luck doesn’t make you money; strategy does.

That’s More Like It
Understand that this market is predictable and moves in 

waves. There are no coincidences. There’s always a reason for a 

market move that indicators, systems and strategies could help 

you predict. Harnessing the power of this truth is where you 

profit as a trader.

MISTAKE #4: Thinking That Losing is a Negative When Trading
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“Looks like I failed again...”

THINKING THAT LOSING 
IS A NEGATIVE WHEN 
TRADING

You’re Doing it Wrong
The only battle in the market is between the bulls and the 

bears. When you lose a trade and feel beat up, fed up and 

ready to give up, you’re doing it wrong. You’re associating 

losses with a negative consequence and this misconception 

could weigh down your profits. 

That’s More Like It
The FX Chief™ says it best: In the market, you always win – either 

pips or experience. Every trader you’ll ever meet has lost a trade. 

The key is accepting this inevitability and learning from each loss. 

A loss doesn’t mean you’ve failed. It means you’re on track. The 

game is having more, bigger wins than losses at the end of the day.

MISTAKE #5: Not Recognizing That Learning is a Never-Ending Process
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“There’s nothing left to learn.”

NOT RECOGNIZING THAT 
LEARNING TO TRADE IS A 
NEVER-ENDING PROCESS

You’re Doing it Wrong
Any trader who says that they know all there is to know about 

the Forex market is one of two things: 1) clinically insane 2) 

dead wrong. Market conditions are always changing and while 

the market’s predictable, it’s vast. It’s nearly impossible to know 

it all. When you stop looking to learn, you stop looking to profit.

That’s More Like It
With every trade you place, win or lose, look to learn a lesson. 

Monitor market trends and always have an eye to learn 

a better, more efficient way to spot and trade the trend. 

Complacency and overconfidence could cost you thousands.

Turn a New Page on Your Trading Adventure



REGISTER NOW
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Turn a new page on your trading adventure

FOR MORE TRADING TIPS, ATTEND A FREE WEBINAR:

A step-by-step overview of key trading strategies ideal for current market conditions.

Live market analysis breakdown with an expert, identifying time-sensitive setups and 
large-swing predictions you could be trading as we speak.

Specific indicators you could use to decipher market movements and find potentially 
profitable entry and exit points for your next trade.

http://www.markettraders.com/register-for-forex-webinar-c/?ls=BeginnerMistakes


   

MARKET TRADERS INSTITUTE  
Creating Successful Traders
That’s our vision. Often referred to as MTI, Market Traders Institute Inc., is a financial education and training 
company based in Orlando, Florida. We provide education to beginner, intermediate, and advanced traders.

For many, MTI is synonymous with high standards, effective teaching, sound instructional materials, and a 
dedicated commitment to performance–oriented results.

For more information, visit MarketTraders.com. or connect with us on
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Trading foreign exchange on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for everyone. Past performance is not indicative of 
future results. The high degree of leverage can work against you as well as for you. Before getting involved in foreign exchange you should 
carefully consider your personal venture objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss 
of some or all of your initial deposit and therefore you should not place funds that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the 
risks associated with foreign exchange trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor if you have any doubts. The information 
contained in this web page does not constitute financial advice or a solicitation to buy or sell any Forex contract or securities of any type. MTI 
will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of 
or reliance on such information.

Please read our RISK DISCLAIMER, GENERAL DISCLAIMER and PRIVACY POLICY for more information.

MarketTraders.com
3900 Millenia Boulevard
Orlando, Fl. 32839
Ph: 800-866-7431
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